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	C++ for Beginners...Masters, 9788122420241 (8122420249), New Age Publications, 2008

	The purpose of this book is to provide an introductory text for understanding the C++ language and to empower the reader to write C++ programs. The book also introduces reader to the paradigm of object oriented programming. The main strength and USP of this book is that it is written by a student for students but will be equally useful for intermediate level programmers, and software development professionals. The author is in the best position to identify and address issues and areas where a student needs maximum help in understanding the C++ concepts and developing programming skills.

	

	The book also covers text for a business-oriented C++ programming course. The examples and the several chapters at the end are devoted to data structures, database concepts including SQL, methodology to interface C++ programs with any database using Open Database Connectivity (ODBC), basic windows graphics programming, overview of XML and Standard Template Library (STL).
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Numerical and Analytical Methods for Scientists and Engineers, Using MathematicaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	Up to this point in your career you have been asked to use mathematics to solve

	rather elementary problems in the physical sciences. However, when you graduate

	and become a working scientist or engineer you will often be confronted with

	complex real-world problems. Understanding the material in this book is a first

	step toward...

		

Ruby In A NutshellO'Reilly, 2001
Ruby in a Nutshell is a practical reference covering everything from Ruby syntax to the specifications of its standard class libraries. With portability and convenience in mind, I have arranged it into a concise tool that provides just the information you need while programming. Although this book is based on Ruby 1.6.5, its contents should remain...

		

Customer Service: New Rules for a Social Media World (Que Biz-Tech)Que, 2010

	Use Social and Viral Technologies to Supercharge your Customer Service!


	 


	Using social media, you can deliver amazing customer service–and generate an army of fans who’ll promote you in good times, and rescue you from disaster....





	

SQL Server 2008 Administration Instant ReferenceSybex, 2009
Perfect companion to any SQL Server 2008 book, providing fast, accurate answers on the spot for millions of IT professionals

System and database administrators, IT consultants, and database application developers often need quick answers and practical solutions for SQL Server issues. This convenient guide offers you quick referencing for...


		

Exam 98-373 Mobile Development FundamentalsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The Microsoft Technology Associatecertification certification (MTA) curriculum helps instructors teach and validate fundamental technology concepts with a foundation for students' careers as well as the confidence they need to succeed in advanced studies. Through the use of MOAC MTA titles you can help ensure your students future success...


		

Learning Joomla! Extension Development: Creating Modules, Components, and Plugins with PHPPackt Publishing, 2007
If you're a PHP programmer eager to create extensions for Joomla!, this book is for you. Written for Joomla! 1.5, it gets you coding your first extensions as quickly as possible, and adds features that will make your work look professional! The world's hottest open-source content management system, Joomla! won the 2006 Open Source CMS Prize....
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